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Abstract 

The Arabic character is an artistic creativity, with its philosophy, organic movements, 

inspirations and special elements. It has the ability to respond and assist the visual artist to 

create a unique architectural style, according to visual systems aesthetic, emanating from the 

subjective form of the character, where the characters can be part of the composition of the 

painting (readable), or It is not related to the linguistic content (non-readable), that is, the 

characters are moving bodies and shapes with organic self-emotional, complementary just the 

art work. 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, when abstract art spread, the Arabic character 

appeared. It began to grow in a movement characterized by diversity and fertility, in which 

some of the visual artists inspire from the forms of Arabic characters to create their work, and 

reach a new organic form, such us Hamad Abd Allah, Saeed Akl, and others, since the 

beginning of the sixties of the twentieth century in the Arab world, they often resemble the 

human body with the types of Arabic characters, such us, the eyebrows like letter (ن), and the 

flexibility of woman's body like letter (أ).  

In this regard, the Arabic letter was used as a form factor to construct the composition in the 

work of art in a purely organic manner, where the human bodies were treated with Arabic 

characters in an unreadable manner, undeclared for the shape of the letter, and the distance 

from its engineering structure and structural laws known by Ibn Mokala in his book, but has 

been used character specifications to suit the specifications of the human body and show it 

individually on the art scene. 
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